CV

I am an experienced and versatile Editor of factual programmes for broadcast television.
Formerly at ITV, I have been in this role for twenty two years and a freelancer for fourteen.
I confidently edit across all genres; from documentaries to magazine shows to factual entertainment.
My recent broadcast credits include:
Fred & Rose West The Real Story with Trevor McDonald Factual Blink Films ITV1 50' x1
Collaborative edit of a powerful documentary, presented by Sir Trevor McDonald, featuring exclusive
interviews and insights into one of most disturbing murder cases in British criminal history – Fred and Rose
West and the Gloucester House of Horrors.
The Sewermen Observational Documentary Label1 C5 45’ x1
A look at the work for the men and women working on the frontline for United Utilities, one of Britain’s biggest
water companies, as they deal with miles of underground tunnels, hundreds of blocked toilets and vast
hundred-tonne fatbergs.
Britain in Bloom Factual Entertainment Electric Ray BBC1 29’ x1
Chris Bavin visits 15 towns and villages across the UK that are entering the annual RHS competition. He
takes a look at the preparations communities are making for ‘Judging Day’ - when they hope to win ‘Gold’.
Equally at home as part of a team or working independently, I regularly structure from rushes and contribute
ideas to scripts. I can keep to the schedules, whilst still delivering the high standards expected. I’ll maintain
an attention to detail, even on ‘fast turnaround’ programmes. I particularly enjoy editing with music to create
sequences with drama. Among my career highlights are:
Great British Railway Journeys Factual Boundless BBC2 29’ x20
Michael Portillo follows in the footsteps of the father of the train timetable in this revealing portrait of Britain
through the eyes of the cartographic genius that was George Bradshaw.
Gardeners’ World - Special Documentary BBC Studios BBC2 1Hr
Monty Don presents a one-off special, examining the life and the influence of ten of ‘Britain’s Gardening
Heroes’. A showcase of some of the most beautiful, practical and functional gardens in Britain.
Countrywise Magazine Show ITV Productions ITV1 1Hr & 23’ for 3 Series Contributing Editor
The popular peak-time programme in which Paul Heiney, Bethany Hughes and Rachel de Thame celebrate
the beauty and rich history of the British countryside. Includes cooking with celebrity chef Mike Robinson.
Frontline Battle Machines Factual X2 Productions Discovery Networks 1Hr x3
Series in which motoring journalist Mike Brewer takes a journey to the war zone of Afghanistan and gets an
exclusive look at the weaponry of the British Armed Forces stationed there.
Blenheim Observational Documentary ITV Central ITV1 23’ x6
Behind the scenes at a busy family owned Stately Home, which is open to the public. Keeping up the
appearance of the building and grounds is only part of the story, as the estate looks at new ways to generate
an income.
Supersize vs Superskinny Factual Entertainment Remarkable Channel Four 1Hr x2
Dr Christian Jessen asks contributors to swap diets and experience each others wildly contrasting eating
habits. The programme also examines the mine field of issues around weight, food and body image.
Impossible Engineering Factual TwoFour Yesterday/UKTV 50' x2
A series looking at the history of pioneering modern-day mega structures, recounting the stories of the
exceptional engineers whose technological advances made it possible.
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch for any further information, current references or availability.

For more information and to get in touch, please go to http://www.neilljongman.co.uk

